Abstract
In the military's planning and execution of our National Security and National Military Strategy, space support, mainly as a force enhancement, has become a critical link in the chain that ensures the national security of the United States. The National Security Strategy (NSS) and National Military Strategy (NMS) require that we be engaged all over the world. This policy of global engagement and deterrence has led to many Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) throughout the world. Today's military commanders rely heavily on timely and precise information for success in such operations. Space support has become the primary source of this information and is a necessity both in peacetime and during crisis situations. The purpose of this HTML based tool is to investigate how space support, as a force enhancement, critically plays in the success of MOOTW. This is basically accomplished in the tool through a discussion of the types of MOOTW, key space doctrine for ground operations, specific space force enhancement systems and how they support MOOTW, and an example of how space has been key to the successful MOOTW in Bosnia. Joint Publications, service doctrine, recent articles, and the Internet were used to gather the information for this tool.
The tool is broken into eight sections: (1) Introduction, (2) Spectrum of Conflict, (3) MOOTW, (4) Space Doctrine, (5) Space Support, (6) Operational Examples, (7) Conclusions, and (8) Sources and Contacts. viii In the first section, we give a short Introduction with some background on our nation's posture for global engagement and how that has led to an increased need for MOOTW. Given this propensity for MOOTW, we next present the Spectrum of Conflict to summarize the environment which the military must operate and where MOOTW fall within that spectrum. After the section on the Spectrum of Conflict, we concisely summarize the different types of MOOTW based on information derived from Joint Publications. The purpose of this section is to outline the breadth of operations included in MOOTW and to begin to build a picture of why space is important to the success of such diverse operations that can take place anywhere in the world. The next question we answer is how space fits in with MOOTW. We start off with a summary of key Space Doctrine for ground operations highlighting how space provides a force enhancement capability for those operations leading to successful MOOTW. The following section, Space Support, provides a basic description for each space force enhancement mission described in Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 2-2, Space Operations (Navigation and Positioning; Communications; Weather and Terrain; and Reconnaissance, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Target Acquisition) and how each mission relates to MOOTW. Then we next use an Operations Example in Bosnia to demonstrate the importance of space to achieving successful MOOTW. The major thrust of this section is to provide a real-world example of how space is making a difference to the success of MOOTW. The last couple of sections wrap up the tool via some Conclusions to include recommendations for future research, a list of the Sources for the project, and some Contacts for further information.
ix The general findings of this project are that MOOTW are taking the military to many places in the world that have little or no supporting infrastructure. This lack of infrastructure makes space support all the more critical to these operations due to its provided weather, remote sensing, navigation, positioning, and communications. In support of operations in Bosnia, for example, space played a key role in achieving an assortment of successful MOOTW. These operations included humanitarian assistance, peace operations, and strikes and raids. In Bosnia, a space communications network provided a significant command and control capability with reach-back to Germany and the U.S. Also, space communications made telemedicine possible in theater. Weather, remote sensing, and the Global Positioning System (GPS) made the humanitarian airdrops very accurate and seemingly easy. Location and marking of minefields and boundaries of separation were done successfully through the use of GPS. Additionally, GPS was optimally used to achieve the best success in hitting targets during NATO air strikes. Lastly, remote sensing provided 3-D maps that were key in resolving disputes over territory, which, in turn, were critical to the respective parties reaching agreement in the Dayton Accords.
Background
The occupation of the high ground can thus mean genuine domination. Its reality is undeniable.
-Carl Von Clausewitz
On War
The National Security Strategy (NSS) and National Military Strategy (NMS) require that we be engaged all over the world. A National Security Strategy for a New Century states that "American Leadership and engagement in the world are vital for our security, and the world is a safer place as a result." 1 Given this strategy of engagement, the military must be prepared to support global operations that involve any or all of the instruments of national power. Thus threats, such as regional or state-centered, transnational like illegal drugs and arms trafficking, and weapons of mass destruction, must be mitigated or eliminated by the instruments of national power. The bottom line of this strategy is to ensure that stability around the world is maintained in order to allow for the growth of free markets and democracies. In turn, Americans abroad will be safe, the security of the nation will be improved, and the conditions for global, and more importantly, American economic growth and prosperity will be nurtured. MOOTW encompasses the use of military capabilities across the range of military operations short of war. These military actions can be applied to complement any combination of the other instruments of national power and occur before, during, and after war. The importance of MOOTW is increasing. Army forces conduct these types of operations as part of the NMS to prevent or preempt situations that, although less threatening, could eventually affect US access to critical regions of the world, our credibility among our allies, or the confidence of other nations in our abilities and resolve. 
Project Description
We investigated a few options in the realm of multimedia presentation to create this computer-based tool. We were fortunate enough to visit the National Reconnaissance
Office, whose Operational Support Office provided some guidance and demonstrations of various computer-based training generation software. We entertained using Microsoft
Power Point to create the tool, but found it somewhat limited in the amount of information we could present on a single page. We also examined Adobe Acrobat, but felt that the generated document would not be easily readable from a computer terminal.
Additionally, we looked at some very high-end tool generation software, but found it too expensive, as well as being extremely complex to master in a short time. We decided to build the tool with HTML because the product would be readable and could easily include multimedia. Additionally, the product would be portable because no special software would be required to run the tool, due to the fact that web browsers are common on most computers.
Tool Description
The tool is broken into eight sections:
(1) Introduction, (2) Spectrum of Conflict, (3) MOOTW, (4) Space Doctrine, (5) Space Support, (6) Operational Examples, (7) Conclusions, and (8) 
Tool Installation
We designed the tool to run on the Air Command and Staff College student laptop computers. These contain a Pentium CPU, 2MB video DRAM, and 4MB of EDO DRAM. They use the Windows 95 operating system. The tool should run on any Pentium or Pentium II class machines.
The file directory structure for the tool is shown in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1. File Directory Structure
The directory named SPOOTW contains all the necessary subdirectories and files to run the tool. Table 1 provides a description of each subdirectory. To install the tool, one must simply copy the SPOOTW directory along with all its subdirectories onto the intended computer's hard drive, preferably under the C: drive. To start the tool, use a browser to open the file index.htm, located in the directory named DISCLMR. 
NAVIGATION WITHIN THE TOOL
The tool uses frames to create two windows on your screen. However, it should look like a single screen when opened up. Use your mouse to click on a selection on the button bar across the top of the page to enter the different sections of the tool (see Figure   2 ). You can think of it as your basic table of contents. Once you select a button from the button bar, a new page will appear in the frame below. The button bar will always remain at the top of your screen to allow you to jump from section to section. You will need to scroll down the page in order to read pages larger than one screen. At the bottom of each text page, you will see some more buttons for local navigation within that page.
You will have choices that will allow you to go back one page, to go forward to the next page, or to return to the top of the page. Also, within a particular section, you can select from a text menu-a mini-table of contents-at the left side of the page to jump around that section. The menu item highlighted in yellow is the current subsection you are in.
Also, some pages will allow you to move to a particular point on the page simply by selecting the highlighted text. Lastly, you can exit the tool by closing the web browser you are using.
Figure 2. Main Navigation Menu Other Features
Internet site links are provided to get further information on a particular topic in certain sections. You must however be logged onto an Internet Service Provider to access these links.
Recommendations for Use
When using the tool for the first time, we recommend that you page through it sequentially. However, feel free to navigate around as you see fit. The tool is targeted for the general military audience.
Future Research General Areas
This project only touched upon the areas of space doctrine and MOOTW missions.
With both of these areas continuing to gain more attention in today's uncertain environment, they will need updating and refinement in the future. Also, the tool only highlights the benefits of space force enhancement information. An update to the tool to incorporate limitations would be very beneficial. Lastly, a more in-depth section on
space organizations and what they provide could be incorporated into the tool to make it more comprehensive. For instance, a description of United States Space Command, the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) would be appropriate.
Specific Areas
Other specifics that would greatly enhance the tool would have been included this year given greater work time and resources. One area that was omitted from the space support section was missile warning. We felt this section could be extensive, given the existing programs to develop theater and national ballistic missile defense systems.
Therefore, we recommend adding a section on this subject matter in the future. However, the most useful additions to this tool in the future will come form the development of additional MOOTW case studies describing how space proved key in the successful conduct of those operations. Specific areas may be targeted, such as space support to humanitarian assistance or noncombatant evacuation operations.
Conclusion
Space Power is not synonymous with information age military prowess, but it is the prime provider for and the cutting edge of that prowess. 
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The general findings of this project are that MOOTW are taking the military to many places throughout the world with little or no infrastructure. In some cases, the only means to get the required support in terms of weather, maps, navigation, positioning, communications, and reconnaissance is from space-based assets. In Bosnia, an unprecedented space communications network provided a significant command and control capability with reach-back to Germany that significantly improved the commanders' ability to coordinate and synchronize operations. At the tactical level, space satellite communications allowed forces to overcome the infrastructure limitations in the area allowing coordinated freedom movement in the area of operations. Space communications also made telemedicine possible in Bosnia, enabling greater operational efficiency by allowing timely in-theater medical treatment in lieu of medevac. Weather, remote sensing, and GPS made the humanitarian airdrops both accurate and seemingly easy. Additionally, the location and marking of mine fields and defining boundaries of separation between belligerents were successfully accomplished through position information gained from the use of GPS. GPS also was optimally used to achieve the greatest success in hitting targets during NATO air strikes by taking advantage of the satellite constellation accuracy predictions. Lastly, remote sensing and imagery provided 3-D terrain visualizations that were key in resolving territorial disputes and ultimately facilitated an agreement resulting in the Dayton Accords.
It is obvious from this research that space support, as a force enhancement, is an important part of MOOTW. It is up to each individual participating in these operations to understand how space application enhances joint force effectiveness. With today's ops tempo, the ability to arrive in theater quickly, assess the situation, complete the mission, and redeploy, depends on how well we understand and use space-derived information for force enhancement. Space support to Military Operations Other Than War is, and will be, a necessity for future success.
